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devoted to the fundamental problem of enzymoloi:i;y: the 
nature and function of active sites. Compressed within 
nineteen pages are not only useful evaluations of pub
lished work but also the author's original views on 
approaches to the problem. 

The text is unusually free from errors and is carf'fully 
indexed. References are numerous and up to the minute. 
One can criticize the excessive use of inverted commas, 
which can give the text a disjointed appearance. This 
book will be useful to all who delve into the mysteries of 
enzyme action. E. F. HARTREE 

ACTIVITY IN ANALYSIS 
Analytical Chemistry 
Vol. 2. Edited by Carl E. Crcuthamel. (Progress in 
Nuolf'ar Energy, Series 9.) Pp. vii+ 400. (London and 
N ew York: Pergamon Press, 1961.) 100s. net: 15 dollars. 

T HE first volume of this series consisted of a collection 
of papers from among those presented at the second 

International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy held in 1958. The papers in this second volume 
have not pr<wiously appeared though ref Prences to the 
1958 Conforence proceedings occur frequently in several 
of the sectiom,. The eiJ!ht topics dealt with here. each 
by an authority in his fit-,ld. are those considered likely to 
have a marked influence on the future of analytical 
methods I\Ssociaterl with nuclear energy. 

The first chapter on "Recent Advances in Counting 
Techniques" opens with an excellent account of gas 
ionization proportional counters and their use in non
dispersivt> X-ray analysis. The theory and construction 
of the<;e counters are dealt with in detail. This is followed 
by sections on p--n junction and surface barrier counters, 
and on scintillation spectrometry. 

The second chapter. on the "Applications of Electron 
Spin Resonance Spectroscopy", gives a full aeco1mt of 
the theory of electron spin and of the many types of intPr
aetion affecting the enc>rgy-levels of the 'spinning' elec
tron. This is followed by a description of many applica
tions, including investigations on transition elements, 
donor concentrations in semi-conductors, organic free 
radicals and radiation-induced free radicals. Some notes on 
microwave and radiofrequency electron spin resonance 
equipment conclude this section, but tho experimental 
approach is not covered as completely as the theor
etical. 

The next chapter, on "Recent Advances in the Separa
tion and Analvsis of the Transuranium Elements", covers 
the aualyt.icai chemistry of ten elements and closes with 
a footnote on the discovery of element 103. This is 
followed by om~ on "Applications of Liquid- Liquid 
Extraction in Inorganic Separations". The gent>ml con
cepts of the process are lucidly described and ther P. is a 
goorl acconnt of positive and negative synergistic effects. 
Many examples of funrlamental research on separations 
of potential use in ana lysi:s are given. 

A r<•view on "Flame Photom<•try and Atomic Absorp
tion Spectroscopy" describ<>s the principles of the m ethods 
and in the raf.e of flamc-, photometry emphasis is placed on 
high-temperature oxycyanogen flamo photometry and on 
Dean's t<'chniquo of usinµ a s C'arri,.r an orp;anic solvent 
which has pre viom<ly extractPrl and concentraterl the 
elementH of interest. Thn limits of detection of a large 
numh<'r of m etals. under different experimental conditions, 
are givPn in tah1dar form. 

A chapter on '"R,•cont Advances in Ultra-violet. 
Visihl<' ,tnd T nfra-rnd SpPetromotry" coven, the period 
of t.h,· pmst <kc,ulc. The dPt,ermination of a number of 
m etals including tt•ch11..ti11m. ,,f interest as a corros ion 
inhibitor. is d.,,;crilwd follow"d b)' practical details of 
thf' pr-.. s~Pd I •<'IIPt t<'chniq,t<' i11 infra-red analysis and of 
absorption Rpectromctry in molten salts. 

The penultimate chapter considers two aspects of the 
interaction of beta particles with matter. The first deals 
with backscattering and describes the effect of atomic 
number of the backscatterer, and the energy degradation 
and angular distribution of the backscattered beta 
particles. The second details the excitation of character
istic X-rays by beta particles and tho d esign and uses of 
X-ray sources based on this phenomenon. 

The volume ends with a general account of ion exchange 
chromatography, including the use of h ydrous oxide an_d 
heteropolyacid salt inorganic exchangers and cellulosrn 
exchangers. Organic applications are included. . 

A good feature of this volume is the comprehensive 
bibliography at the end of each chapter. The ed~tor's 
aim of including the basic principles of new techniques 
in addition to covering recent advances is amply. fulfi_lled 
in this book. The subject index is scanty, and it might 
have been better to omit the lengthy author index, which 
includes all the names in the references, and devote more 
space to the former. D. I. CooMBER 

ADVANCES IN INORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY 

Advances in Inorganic Chemistry and Radiochemistry 
Vol. 4. Edited by Prof. H. J. Emeleus and Dr. A. G. 
Sharpe. Pp. viii+344. (New York: Academic Pross, Inc.: 
London: Academic Pross, Inc. (London), Ltd., 1962. 88s, 

T HE previous volumes in this series have each strongly 
emphasized the chemistry of a particular group of 

elements, but in the present volume it is the subject of 
organometallic compounds which recurs throughout the 
book. They are tho subject of the very complete and 
up-to-date review on "Olefin, Acetylene, and n--Allylic 
Complexes of Transition Elements", by R. G. Guy and 
B. L. Shaw, and figure extensively in the review on the 
storoochemistry of nickel. palladium and platinum by 
J. R. Miller, and in "The Use of Nuclear Magnetic Reson
ance in Inorganic Chemistry", by E. L. Muettorties and 
W. D. Phillips. There is a certain amount of overlap, 
particularly between the first two of these chapters, but 
this is not serious as Miller emphasizes the actual stereo
chemical structures adopted by the compounds of these 
elements while Guy and Shaw pay major attention to the 
compounds themselves. The article on nuclear magnetic 
r esonance, a technique which has played a fundamental 
part in tho elucidation of the structures of organo
m etallic compounds, only deals with tho spectra of these 
compounds as particular examples but also deals very 
fully with most of those aspects of nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy which would be of interest to a 
physicist or physical chemist interested in the spectra of 
inorganic compounds. 

K. W. Bagnall writes on "The Chemistry of Polonium". 
Extensive reviews wore written on this littlo-kno1,1,n 
oloment as recently as 1957, but in spite of this its reac
tions are be ing so actively investigated tha t, a new review 
is amply justified. On the other hand, I was rather 
disappointed in "Condensed Phosphates and Arsonat es", 
by E . Thilo, as thore is no great extension to tho discussion 
given by Van Wazor in his book of 1958 while the treat
ment is rather classical with only brief reforenco to somo 
of the modern physical methods which have been used in 
the study of these compounds. Finally, J . D. MacKenzie 
reviews " Oxide Melts". The oxamination of molts is 
rapidly becoming of major importance a..ci they provide 
opportunities for carrying out r eactions in a non-aqueous 
medium at an elevated temperature. Oxide molt s are 
little understood at tho moment but this review summar
izes the kno°"n properties of those systems. Thero are 
no articles on radiochemistry in the present volume. 

D. w. A. SHARP 
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